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prise may explain this. It all happened quickly, and the
Germans were as much astonished as we were. Undoubtedly
we had neatly escaped capture, for once across the bridge into
the enemy's line, he could have dealt with us at his leisure.
Under international laws of war, a correspondent does not go
armed. Resistance would have been worse than useless.
.When it was evident that we were well concealed after
our successful reverse maneuver, we got aboard the Renault
again and proceeded to parts less hostile. Our new field of
action was the road along the crest of hills which flank the
south bank of the river. Here we found our friends, the
French. They were the giant blacks of Senegal, strongly
ensconced among the trees, ready adversaries for the Germans
if there should be a move to cross the river. Batteries of
snappy little /j's were mounted in position to blow the
Dormans bridge off the map once the enemy set foot upon
it. Likewise, any considerable grouping of enemy troops could
have been similarly dealt with by direct fire. As a last resort
there were the Senegalese, expert hand-to-hand battlers.
They were of the hard-fighting colonial forces of General
Mangin, ordered to the Marne to prevent a German crossing.
What we did not know was that American troops also had
been ordered up.
The German design, however, was not to cross the river
at that time. Theirs was obviously a concentration of effort
near Chateau-Thierry.
When Mowrer and I had gathered sufficient material for
a color story, we started back to headquarters itching to get
our fingers on the typewriter. Our Renault had carried us
only a short distance when we met the wholly unexpected.
It was a dusty flivver containing four men who had either
much reason or none at all to be in that locality. They wore

